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Matter 4 – Supply of housing land 
 
In the light of Matter 2, in relation to the objectively-assessed need for housing, I will 
 reach a conclusion on whether or not the plan’s stated housing req uirement f ig ure of   
8,223 dwellings (policy WLP1.1) is sound. However, without prejudice to that and 
working on the assumption that it is a soundly-based total requirement figure: 4.1 Is the 
 plan’s provision f or around 12% more new dwelling s than the 8,223 req uirement f ig ure   
set out in policy WLP1.1 positively-prepared, justified and effective? 

 

The HBF welcomes the inclusion of a ‘buffer’ within housing supply to provide a 
contingency measure should delivery not be as expected. However, the question for 
Waveney is whether 12% is sufficient given that past delivery against the Core Strategy 
achieved just 63% of expected delivery between 2009/10 and 2016/17. Whilst this was 
on the basis of more than 70% of housing delivery being focussed on Lowestoft it does 
indicate that a more significant amount contingency within housing allocations might be 
needed to ensure that delivery stays on target. General concerns regarding gap 
between permissions and starts have been highlighted by DCLG in a presentation to 
the HBF Planning Conference in September 2015. 

 

 
 
This slide illustrates that work by the Government suggests 10-20% of residential 
development with permission will not be implemented and that there is a 15-20% lapse 
rate on permissions. This does not mean that such sites will not come forward but that 
delays in delivery, changing ownership or financial considerations can lead to sites not 
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coming forward as expected. For this reason DCLG emphasised in this slide “the need 
to plan for permissions on more units than the housing start/completions ambition”. 

 
Given the Council’s difficulties with regard to delivery we would recommend that further 
sites are allocated for development in the local plan to provide at least a 20% buffer to 
the overall housing requirement. 

 
  


